Garden in Atwater Village
Image Summaries
Image 1: Plan. The small reverse corner lot demanded an efficient design
that maximizes usable space, functionality, flexibility, and privacy.

Image 2: Entry Gate at Street. A low garden wall separates the private garden
from the street. Poured-in-place concrete steps and a custom metal gate
mark the entry to the front courtyard.

Image 3: View of Fountain from the Street. Layers of silver and rich dark
greens frame the view of the fountain in the entry courtyard. Four
low-branched olive trees define the space.

Image 4: Steps to Front Entry. The courtyard is paved with full-color
Pennsylvania Bluestone. The board-formed concrete steps and landing are
flanked by salvaged steel wash basins planted with Kalanchoe beharensis
and Sedum morganianum.

Image 5: View of Fountain from Home Interior. A Moroccan-inspired custom
fountain provides the focal point for the courtyard.
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Image 6: View of Pool and Residence with Outdoor Dining. The terrace is
paved with full-color bluestone. Stephanotis floribunda climbs the dining
area pergola.

Image 7: View of Outdoor Dining, Pool, and Fountain from the Interior. Retractable
fabric sunshades shelter the outdoor dining area. The tiled pool fountain
wall provides a focal point.

Image 8: Side Terrace and Pool. The master bedroom and the
studio/garage are separated by a small sitting area. The pool doubles as
a jacuzzi and play pool for the children.

Image 9: Outdoor Dining and Outdoor Kitchen. Location and layout of the
outdoor kitchen maximizes space, providing for comfortable use as a
dining area and for ease of pedestrian circulation.

Image 10: Fountain at Pool. The eight-point star motif of the entry fountain
is repeated in the pool tile. The deep greens, rich browns and cool blues of
the tile echo the colors of the landscape and tie the rear garden and entry
garden together.
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